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Samsung EF-QA546 mobile phone case 16.3 cm (6.4") Cover
Transparent

Brand : Samsung Product code: EF-QA546CTEGWW

Product name : EF-QA546

- Slim case with scratch-resistant coating an anti-yellowing coating
Clear Case for Galaxy A54

Samsung EF-QA546 mobile phone case 16.3 cm (6.4") Cover Transparent:

Your colourway on display
Reveal its true colour. Your A54 5G comes to life in colour with the Clear Case, which wraps your device
in a slim profile and gives it a smooth, comfortable shape.

Supreme transparency and clarity
The external appearance of your phone will stay intact under the transparent case thanks to a coating
applied to both the inner and outer surfaces.

Decorate your device
It's yours to style up. The Clear Case displays your device's original colourway while giving you the space
to customise your phone with various stickers.
Samsung EF-QA546. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Galaxy A54,
Maximum screen size: 16.3 cm (6.4"), Surface coloration: Monochromatic, Product colour: Transparent

Features

Maximum screen size * 16.3 cm (6.4")
Pattern No pattern
Compatibility * Galaxy A54
Case type * Cover
Product colour * Transparent
Surface coloration Monochromatic
Brand compatibility * Samsung

Weight & dimensions

Width 79.2 mm
Depth 11.2 mm
Height 160.7 mm
Weight 28 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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